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*****. 31 Attitude Towards Positivity The whole idea of the book
is to make people to be reflective and receptive towards every
situations of life. When we are in receptive mode then we hear
a song from heart which no one else can hear. When we heed
more and more to that inner rhyme then mind becomes sharp,
intellectual, transcending, jovial and calm. This makes life
progressive. Only when mind progresses towards Truth then
only it becomes positive. It is so because everything else falls
apart as only truth triumphs in the time flow. That which
makes the mind remain free is the positive state and that which
makes the mind to cling on things that bounds are negative. All
the good things are possible only when mind feels inspired.
Inspired mind becomes reflexive and receptive. Thus pray for
getting inspired. Highlights 31 Chapters Highlights Positive
Attitude Mindful Matters Towards The Middle Path Sufi Wisdom
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Reviews
This pdf is wonderful. It is definitely simplified but excitement from the 50 percent in the ebook. You wont sense
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Ja queline K er luke
I just started looking at this pdf. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. Its been printed in an
extremely basic way and is particularly only following i finished reading through this publication where in fact altered
me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Stepha n McK enz ie
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